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Trust in food & beverage
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Brand Intelligence

Morning Consult helps you understand your brand, competitors and 
market in a way traditional research companies can’t. We survey tens of 
thousands of people across the globe on over 4,000 brands and 
products every day. Get actionable insights into what consumers think, 
see and say about your brand and products.

L E A R N MOR E  A B OU T  B R A ND  I NT E L L I G E NC E

What Is Morning Consult’s Most 
Trusted Brands™?
Morning Consult’s Most Trusted Brands 2022 is the definitive measure of 
brand trust across industries, showcasing the companies and products 
that have earned or maintained consumer trust in 2022.

In this report, we unpack why trust is important, how trust is built and how 
it’s broken in the food & beverage industry. We then zero in on the top 10 
most trusted brands in this industry, diving into three different case studies 
of brands that have stood out in their trust metrics.

Methodology

The analysis behind Morning Consult’s Most Trusted Brands is drawn from 
two powerful datasets: Research Intelligence and Brand Intelligence. 

The Research Intelligence dataset was fielded April 8-14, 2022, among a 
representative sample of 2,200 U.S. adults, 1,299 South Korean residents 
and 1,000 residents each in Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, 
Japan and the U.K. Unweighted margins of error for each country are no 
more than +/- 3 percentage points. 

The Brand Intelligence dataset was gathered March 3-April 3, 2022, 
among representative samples of 4,614 to 6,401 adults from the countries 
above, with unweighted margins of error of +/-1 point. 

Brand rankings are based on net trust, or the share of respondents who 
said they trust each brand to do the right thing “a lot” or “some” minus the 
share who said “not much” or “not at all.”

https://morningconsult.com/product/brand-intelligence/?utm_source=report&utm_medium=report_cta&utm_campaign=most_trusted_brands_2022
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Food & beverage is the most 
trusted industry

More than 7 in 10 U.S. adults trust food and 
beverage companies, and consumers tend to 
have longstanding relationships with brands 
in this category. 

K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

The sector’s most trusted brands are 
well established

Longevity is the name of the game, with 
many of the most trusted brands created 
more than 100 years ago. 

Brands must deliver on value and 
quality to drive purchase consideration

But consumers from younger generations have 
differing priorities than older ones where 
reputation and sustainability are concerned.

But category brands are highly 
replaceable

With a plethora of options in the market, 
consumers say they’ll switch to substitutes if 
companies do something to break their trust.
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With brands and products that fill our physical, emotional and 
social needs, the food & beverage category has valuable day-to-
day interactions with consumers that help build long-term trust. 
Consumers’ frequent interaction with this category also means 
earning and keeping trust is crucial to keep that relationship 
going strong.

Roughly 7 in 10 U.S. consumers (72%) said they trust food and 
beverage companies. Among Gen Z adults, who are less likely 
to express high levels of trust in general, 62% said they trust 
food and beverage companies; that figure climbs to 67% among 
millennials. Younger consumers have high expectations for their 
interactions with brands, and they tend to be skeptical of 
marketing efforts.

High-income consumers, who spend the most on groceries and 
restaurants, have the highest level of trust across income 
groups. About 8 in 10 consumers with an annual household 
income of $100,000 or more (82%) said they trust food and 
beverage companies, compared with 69% of those with an 
annual income under $50,000. More frequent interactions with 
brand names and premium-cost items, such as organic foods 
and beverages, might contribute to the higher level of trust 
among high-income consumers.

Trust in food and beverage companies is high relative to other industries 
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55%

45%

47%

50%

46%

48%

49%

37%

Food & beverage

Health care

Financial services

Travel & hospitality

Technology

Automotive and mobility

Retail and e-commerce

Media and entertainment

A lot Some

Share of U.S. adults who said they trust each of the following:

Trust in food & 
beverage is 
higher among 
baby boomers 
(84%) and 
high-income 
consumers (82%).

Survey conducted April 8-14, 2022, among a representative sample of 2,200 
U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Value, quality and consistency top consumers’ purchase considerations
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Respondents were asked how important each of the following factors are when deciding to purchase 
from a particular brand instead of its competitors. Charted below are the average utility scores, which 
indicate the relative importance of each attribute across respondents. 

It’s a brand I use often
Good reputation

Recommended by someone I trust
Well-known brand

Good value for price

High-quality products/services

Consistently delivers on promises

Meets my needs better than alternatives

Ethical business practices

Good customer service

20 60 100 140 180 220 260

All U.S. adults Gen Z adults Millennials Gen Xers Baby boomers

Committed to sustainability

Stands for something beyond profit

It’s a brand I love
Good customer reviews

Good value for the price, high-quality products 
and services, and consistent delivery on promises 
are the most important factors in consumers’ 
purchase considerations across categories. 

There is strong consensus among baby boomers 
around the top three most important factors, while 
Gen Z adults and millennials are more divided on 
the importance of a variety of factors. Good 
customer service, sustainability, a good reputation 
and good customer reviews stand out as being 
more important to younger generations. 

Notably for restaurants, value is less important to 
those who dine in or order takeout or delivery 
weekly compared with all adults, while good 
customer service is more important to these 
groups than the general population.

A score of 100 indicates that factor has an average likelihood 
of being considered the most important to a given 
respondent. A score of 200 indicates the factor is twice as 
likely as average, while a score of 50 indicates it is half as 
likely to be considered the most important.

Average utility 
score: 100

Survey conducted April 8-14, 2022, among a representative sample of 2,200 U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of 
+/-2 percentage points.
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Food and beverage brands are subject to high substitutability when 
consumers lose trust
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Though the food & beverage category is trusted, it’s highly substitutable. 
Thinking about companies that have lost their trust, consumers named 
food & beverage second only to financial services among the industries 
with companies they will never use again.

More than 1 in 3 consumers said they have switched food and beverage 
brands when a company has lost their trust — more than any other 
category. The good news is that consumers are also more likely to give 
these brands another chance than they are for other categories: 31% 
would consider using food and beverage brands that lost their trust.

29%
25%

21%
19%

16%
16%

15%
13%

10%

Financial services
Food & beverage

Retail and e-commerce
Social media

Media and entertainment
Automotive and mobility

Technology
Health care

Travel & hospitality

When a brand loses trust, in which industries will consumers…

24%

34%
25%

19%
24%

15%
17%

16%
10%

Never use that 
brand again

Switch 
brands

Bad customer service experiences and declining quality of products or 
services are top reasons consumers recall losing trust in a company or brand.

Shares who said each of the following broke their trust in a brand:

Bad customer service 
experience

Product quality went down
Stood for a cause you 

disagreed with

Product didn’t work well

Raised prices

Treated employees poorly

You disagreed with the CEO 

Scandal/publicity crisis

Involved in data breach
Took a disingenuous 

stance on a cause

Survey conducted April 8-14, 2022, among a representative sample of 1,092 U.S. adults who 
said they’d stopped using a brand because they lost trust, with an unweighted margin of error 
of +/-3 percentage points.

All U.S. 
adults Millennials Gen Xers Baby 

boomers

32% 34% 32% 34%

29% 30% 34% 27%

22% 16% 17% 33%

20% 21% 21% 19%

16% 16% 17% 15%

14% 19% 11% 11%

14% 11% 11% 16%

14% 17% 15% 13%

13% 17% 12% 11%

10% 8% 6% 13%

Survey conducted April 8-14, 2022, among a representative sample of 463 U.S. adults who 
said they’d never use a brand again and 498 U.S. adults who said they switched brands, with 
an unweighted margin of error of +/-4 percentage points.
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1

Cheerios  |  Net trust: 53.04

2

M&M’s  |  Net trust: 51.48

3

Ritz Crackers  |  Net trust: 51.35

4

Campbell’s  |  Net trust: 49.96

5

Heinz  |  Net trust: 49.86

6

Philadelphia Cream Cheese  |  Net trust: 49.86

7

Kraft Singles  |  Net trust: 49.24

8

Doritos  |  Net trust: 48.56

9

Hershey  |  Net trust: 48.49

10

Lay’s  |  Net trust: 48.47

The most trusted brands in food & beverage have 
earned consumers’ trust by consistently and 
reliably delivering high-quality products for 
decades. Nearly all of these brands virtually 
created the categories they now dominate. 

Each of the top 10 brands has a rich heritage in the 
industry, many dating back more than 100 years to 
the origins of packaged foods, such as Heinz, 
Campbell’s, Philadelphia Cream Cheese and 
Hershey. Three of those four are even named for 
their founders. 

Even the newest brand on the list, Doritos, has 
been around for nearly six decades. 

Today, these brands are household names, each 
offering portfolios of products and flavors that add 
practical and emotional value to consumers’ lives.
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S Most Trusted Food & Beverage Brands

Net trust, among U.S. adults
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Morning Consult’s Most Trusted Brands list in the food & beverage space is full of 
established veterans. Cheerios is a great example, topping the list thanks to its long 
history, health focus and stewardship. But what really sets the brand apart — and what 
helps build trust — is its ability to develop long-lasting relationships with customers.

That starts at a very young age: Cheerios are a first food for many babies, a 
designation that requires high levels of trust from parents. The brand builds trust 
with this demographic through its “Simple Good Food” marketing, from the simplicity 
of its ingredient statement to its “Good Goes Round” campaign, which helps families 
in need. 

On the other end of the age spectrum, roughly 1 in 5 baby boomers consume 
Cheerios on a weekly basis. Many older adults reach for Cheerios for the heart health 
benefits the brand touts, including its focus on lowering cholesterol. Net trust is 4 
percentage points higher among those who say health is a primary factor in 
determining which foods they eat.

In the 80 years since Cheerios first came to market, it 
has consistently delivered on its brand promise and built 
lifelong consumer relationships
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Net trust

Cheerios net trust, April 2022

5753

Healthy eatersAll U.S. adults

Source: Morning Consult Brand Intelligence
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CheeriosFrosted FlakesCinnamon
Toast Crunch

All U.S. adults Parents with kids at home

https://www.cheerios.com/good-goes-around/
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Great Value by Walmart is the No. 11 most trusted food & beverage brand 
among millennials. Like Walmart, the Great Value brand is committed to 
affordability, a relevant positioning at a time when consumers are switching to 
private label to save on groceries. That’s even more powerful for millennials, 
who consistently report relatively low financial well-being.

To win millennials’ trust, Great Value products often layer in additional benefits. 
For instance, Great Value coffee and teas are certified sustainable through the 
Rainforest Alliance — not exactly a must-have for a store brand, but an element 
that draws in environmentally conscious millennials.

Walmart’s advancements in terms of curbside pickup, in-home and even 
in-fridge delivery have helped earn the retailer a spot as a trusted partner in 
millennials’ busy households and, in doing so, have provided a chance to 
connect these shoppers to the Great Value brand. 

Great Value by Walmart ranks high on brand trust 
with millennial consumers by delivering on 
affordability and sustainability

Net trust among millennials
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https://morningconsult.com/financial-well-being-scale/
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Tim Hortons Starbucks McDonald's

Tim Hortons is the most trusted brand in Canada, and ubiquity certainly 
plays a role in its popularity: There are more than 4,000 Tim Hortons 
locations in the country, which is almost three times more than either 
Starbucks or McDonald’s. 

But what really sets Tim Hortons apart from competitors is Canadians’ 
national pride for the brand: The restaurant chain was home-grown in 
Ontario, and Horton himself was an NHL player who spent most of his 
career with the Toronto Maple Leafs. Even as the brand expands beyond 
Canada’s borders, it remains strongly associated with the country. 

The chain enjoys strong net trust across generations, likely aided by recent 
marketing that features Ontario-born Justin Bieber promoting the chain’s 
famous Timbits. Further cementing brand trust are Tim Hortons’ popular 
loyalty program and its “Roll Up To Win” campaign, which has been an 
annual tradition for the more than 80% of all Canadians who have played 
the game since its inception in 1986.

Tim Hortons’ strong connection to national 
identity makes it Canada’s most trusted brand 

Net trust among Canadian adults, by generation

Net trust among Canadian adults

Source: Morning Consult Brand Intelligence
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https://www.timhortons.com/rollup
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Emily Moquin is the food & beverage analyst at global intelligence 
company Morning Consult, where she leads efforts to deliver real-time 
insights for leaders in the sector.

Emily analyzes consumer behavior, from dining out to grocery shopping to alcohol consumption. 
Her research helps food & beverage businesses make faster, better decisions. 

Prior to joining Morning Consult, she worked at Gartner as a director analyst, covering 
consumers and food & beverage, as well as at H.J. Heinz, where she managed consumer and 
customer insights across multiple brands, including Heinz Ketchup, Weight Watchers Smart Ones 
and Bagel Bites.

Emily graduated from Pennsylvania State University with bachelor’s degrees in advertising/public 
relations and political science.
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